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Best Practices

Best Practice I

l- Title of Practice:
Green Literacy program

2- Goal:
o To sensitize the young minds regarding the Environmental Awareness.
o To organize environmental awareness campaign and motivational program.
r To shape eco-friendly campus by adopting new strategies and methods to

minimize the wastage of resources.

r To monitor the quality of soil, air and food and to study its impact on human
health.

o Organization of events like seminars, exhibitions and workshops to create
awareness about the importance of environment.

o To organize rallies, street plays and display of the awareness information.
o To distribute literature, posters, banners, advertisements related to Green

Literacy.
o Promoting Protection, Preservation & Restoration ofthe natural eco-system
r Promoting the three R's i.e. Reduce, Reuse & Recycle tle resources.

Humans affect ecosystems both directly and indirectly, and these effects can
ranges from minimal to catastrophic. certain human activities have had a devastating
impact on ecosystem. The vandalism of nature created by man is evident. From
exploitation of nature to the pollution created environment is in real bad shape today.
The Green initiative has become the need of the day. Educating people about
environment friendly practices should be the priority. Simultaneously to promote
sustainable and eco-friendly practices is of utmost importance. These strategies need to
be incorporated into the institutional planning with the aim of developing a clean and
green environment along with the campus. Radical action is needed to combat increasing
rate of environmental damage to water sources, land & air which is affecting the
biodiversity. with the aim of sensitizing these issues and to create awareness to restore
the damages done to the environment by humans, Green Literacy program has been
undertaken.

3- The Context:
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4- The Practice:

1. Rain Water Harvesting.
The rainwater harvesting is a technique to preserve and use the locally

available rainwater in such a way that it meets the water requirements throughout the
year without t}'e need of huge capital expenditure. This would facilitate the
availability of uncontaminated water for domestic, industrial, and irrigation needs.
With this purpose, a rain water harvesting unit has been set up in the campus. The
terrace water is redirected towards wells and under water tanks to increase the ground
water level.

2. Enerry Saving

a) Use of Solar Enerry :

In order to use this vast, inexhaustible, and clean resource, Sorar panels

have been installed in the college. Solar power is pollution free and causes no
greenhouse gases to be emitted after installation. Among all the benefits of solar
panels, the most important thing is that solar energy is a truly renewable energy
source. It has reduced the Electricity Bills. It also has low Maintenance costs.

b) Use ofLEDs:
LEDs have been installed in the co ege. The incandescent lamps have

been replaced by LEDs resulting in increased efficiency and lower consumption
ofelectricity.

3. Waste Management and Disposal
a) Food and organic waste:

waste from hostel kitchen, canteen and the waste from the garden is given
to the compost unit. This waste is converted into fertilizer in the in house compost
unit. The fertilizer is then used in the garden and other places in the campus.

b) Bio-hazardous Waste:

safe disposal of bio-hazardous chemicals from the physics, chemistry and
Biology Laboratories is being practiced. Alr the proper precautions are taken to
treat the chemicals before discarding them. Micro- techniques have been used in
Chemical Laboratories which minimizes the chemical waste.

c) E-waste:

Electronic waste or e-waste describes discarded electrical or electronic
devices. Used elecfonics which are destined for refurbishment, reuse, resale,
salvage recycling through materiar recovery is done. Disposal of e-waste and
write offequipments is done through proper channels.
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d) Paper , Glass and Plastic waste:

All the papers, glass and plastic waste is collected, segregated and given
for recycling. Steps are also being taken to make the campus paperless.
Introduction of systems like LMS (Leaming Management systems) and MIS
(Management Information System) is largely promoted in the campus. Also ban
on plastic has been imposed where altematives can be used. Use of plastic cups,
glasses and bags has been prohibited in the campus. Students are advised to bring
steel water bottles and cloth bags instead of plastic ones to minimize the plastic
waste.

5- Evidence of Success :

A lot of things have been successfully implemented. Because of implementation
of the rain water harvesting unit, rain water has been preserved and stored. This is being
used for domestic purposes and also for watering plants, in garden and in the ground.
This will eventually lead in increase of ground water level as well. Installation of solar
panels is providing the solar power. Thus the electric consumption has been reduced. The
use ofLEDs has also led to the saving ofelectricity bill.

waste management practices have been implemented. Students and faculties in
the campus are seen using and promoting them. Students are also promoting these ideas
through the dramas, mono acts and plays during the social gathering. A sense of
responsibility is seen in the students regarding the use of paper and plastic. The rough
pages are reused and recycled. The blank pages from one side are used to take rough print
outs and used for other purposes as well. The use of plastic bags has been drastically
reduced. Instead plastic bags, use of paper and cloth bags has increased. Even guests are
now welcomed with a sapling instead ofa floral bouquet to promote tree plantation as an
eco friendly way to restore the ecological balance.

6- Problems Encountered and Resources Required:

a) Problems encountered:
Some people are still not readily accepting new methods. To bring a change in the
habit ofthe people is really a difficult task. To manage the human resources and their
mentality of unnecessary wastage is a big chalrenge. This leads to difficulty in
execution on day to day basis. To make the peopre literate about practicing these eco-
friendly changes is a time consuming process. General Management of the green
practices by everyone without being monitored should be the aim of everyone.
Besides, while conducting various activities it becomes difficult to manage and
monitor the time schedule.
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b) Resources Required:
Dedicated workforce to implement all the green pmctices is required. people who will
propagate and educate others responsibly are largely required. Along with the
devices, demo of the equipments should be given which will be useful for the
understanding of the people.. A separate workforce for the propagation of the
advantages of this practice is also required. Short Films explaining the importance of
the Green Literacy Program would be really helpful. Support from NGos and other
govemment organizations is needed.

7- Notes (Optional): NIL

8- Contact details:
Name of the Principal: Dr. P. S yenkar

Name of the Institution: Vidya Bharati Mahavidyalaya
City: Amravati
Pin code: 444 602
Accredited Status: NAAC accredited .A, Grade with CGpA of 3.26
Contact No. 0721-2662740, Mobile- 9422870879
Website: www.vbmv.org

DrR
Coordinator

IQAC

Dr P S Yenkar
Chairperson

IQAC
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Best Practice II:

Title: Augmented Participation of Learners for Effective and Holistic Teaching -Learning

Goal:

o To help the students easily acquire, process, and remember the information.o To make leaming itself more effective, effortless and fun.
o To make education more accessible and mobile.
o To improve teamwork skills & more practical learning.

Facilitators are not only important but accountable also for designing and delivering a high
quality of leaming and teaching practice. It is expected from a facilitatoi to facititate anj expand
student leaming which helps students to gain skills, knowledge and thinking ability. Recognizing
the diverse talents and needs of the leamers in the class room often invJves using a blend of
diverse and influential teaching methodologies in a harmonious way as well as keen'supervision
of all students in and outside the classroom also. In addition, cieating and providing ample
oppoftunities for active participation are necessary.

The Context: In India, the leamers entering the higher education often belong to diverse socio-
economic backgrounds; the same is true about facilitators. Therefore, the neecL for participative
and effective teaching vary to a great extent. To achieve effective learning with desirid out"o-",
requires execution of a good number of efforts for the best leaming exlperience for learners in
order to meet the principles of good practice. Key considerations foi effective and holistic
teaching Jeaming includes:

The Practice:

. Recognizing the needs ofleamers

. Bridging and encouraging effective communication between facilitators and leamers. Enhancing fruitful interactions among leamers. 9leat]ng and providing opportunities for active participation. Timely and proper response and feedback. Encouraging diverse talents and ways of leaming

(a) ICT enabled Learning
The college has established and functionalized E-classrooms for ICT enabled teaching
learning as a part of ongoing development and up gradation of the colrege. Further, pprs,
videos, and E-content are being used that result in easy understanding of the concepts by
students.

(b) Co-curricular activities
The college is organizing a myriad number of co-curricular activities like State Level
Elocution competition, Intercollegiate Seminar and euiz competitions, Industrial visits,
etc.
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(c) Mentoring
The college has established a'Tutor-ward cell' for effective mentoring. Mentoring is
accomplished successfully by assigning a mentor (facilitator) to each student. Mentoring
provides opportunity to share the difficulties & problems faced by the leamers to get
professional help and guidance by building trust and confidence. Periodic reports are sought
from the faculty.

(d) Social outreach Programmes under Social Outreach & Enabling Centre
vidya Bharati Mahavidyalaya, Amravati, Maharashtra has a long and cheering history of
carving a niche for itself towards organizing social outreach programmes which led its
students to effectively interact with the society. These interactions proved to be righteous
platforms for academy-community link whereby the students made useful rapport with the
community,

(e) Organization of General Events

General Events Management Society (GEMS) is a functional and successful feature which
organizes Visits to the NGos, sports camival, Trade Fair and Annual social Gathering for
creating and providing opportunities for active participation and fruitful interactions among
leamers.

Evidence of Success:The holistic approach for effective and participative teaching-leaming has
led to increase leamers' performance in University examinations, in-depth understanding and
knowledge of subject which is reflected through their enhanced participation during classroom
teaching, ability to understand and solve the complex situations, effective rapport with society,
selection through campus placements by multinational companies, confidence to communicate
with diverse people, and their love and affection for the college. Faculty members are using ICT
facilities for the preparation and presentation of lectures.The students and teachers use email,
Whats App, Face book to exchange the information. The confidence of students is visible while
using modem computer-based techniques, which may provide more options in employment for
them. The students design, perform and evaluate elementary tasks in regular Lectures, practicals
and Projects using computers.The students access various educational websites and online
examinations for preparation ofvarious competitive examinations. The success rate in Curricular
& Co-curricular activities have been increased amazingly.

Problems Encountered and Resources Required:

Since the leamers come from vivid socio-economic backgrounds, the following probrems
are encountered, which need more resources for improving the effective and holistic teaching -
leaming:

1. Some leamers belong to economically poor backgrounds, thereby increase in number of
freeships and scholarships from Govemment are essential.
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2. The govemment needs to allow recruiting a greater number of faculties.
3. The government needs to provide adequate funding for infrastructural developments like

procuring of ICT resources and tools, sophisticated instruments for skill-based leaming, etc.
4. Enough funding and resource developments for continuous training and up-gradation of

knowledge ofever changing ICT techniques of learners as well as facilitators is a challenge.

Notes (optional): Nil

Contact Details

Name of the Principal: Dr. P. S. Yenkar
Name of the Institution: - Vidya Bharati Mahavidyalaya
City: - Amravati
Pin coder 444602

Accredited Status:-NAAC accredited "A" Grade with CGpA of 3.26
Validity Period:2013 to 2020
Work Phone: -07 21 -26627 40
Website:- www.vbmv.org
Mobile:- 9422870879

DrR Dr S Yenkar
Coordinator

IQAC
Chairperson

IQAC
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